
RATED POWER GROSS

539 hp (402 kW) @ 2100 rpm

OPERATING WEIGHT

181,000 lb. (82,100 kg)

BUCKET CAPACTIY

4.5 yd3 (3.4 m3)

DX800LC-7
CRAWLER EXCAVATORS
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Throughout its years in the equipment 
industry, Doosan has listened to its 
North American customers, making 
many improvements – and developing 
new machines – as a result of feedback 
from owners and operators. Since 2005, 
Doosan has grown from its position as the 
seventh-largest construction equipment 
manufacturer in the world to the fifth largest.

YOUR NORTH AMERICAN PARTNERS
Throughout our decades of selling 
equipment in North America, we’ve been 
building a network of dealers designed to 
surpass customer service standards. From 
coast to coast, there’s a solid infrastructure 
to support you and your equipment; 
including parts distribution centers in 
Seattle and Atlanta, service training and 

WHY CHOOSE  
DOOSAN EQUIPMENT?
Doosan® products are known for reliably exceeding customers’ most 
demanding expectations and are designed to perform in the most difficult 
working conditions. It’s why we’re one of the fastest-growing  equipment 
brands in North America.

When you choose Doosan equipment, you’ll have the backing of a strong,  
global organization – with benefits that extend far beyond the capabilities  
of a new machine.

product management in Georgia, sales 
training at The ROC customer experience 
facility in Arizona and attachment design  
and development in Minnesota.

OUTSTANDING WARRANTY
Customers choose the months and hours 
of coverage in their transferable warranty. 
Options include a standard warranty of 12 
months or up to 1,500 hours (depending 
on the machine), or up to the five-year, 
7,500-hour Protection Plus® coverage for 
the powertrain only, the powertrain  
plus hydraulics or the full machine.

HISTORY
Today, at an expanded Incheon campus as well as 
a facility in Gunson, South Korea, Doosan produces 
excavators, wheel loaders, log loaders and material 
handlers. Articulated dump trucks are built at the 
Doosan manufacturing facility near Elnesvågen, Norway. 
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DOOSAN DX800LC-7 CRAWLER EXCAVATOR:

MADE FOR THE TOUGHEST 
APPLICATIONS
Lift your business to the next level  
with the DX800LC-7 Doosan excavator. 
Strong undercarriage, and the highest engine  
power and hydraulic flow in the market, with total 
control of the fuel consumption, to offer the  
lowest possible cost per ton.

VERSATILITY
Various front workgroup options can 
be matched to any application. Mass 
excavation front with large bucket size, 
standard or long-arm fronts provide 
additional reach.

UNDERCARRIAGE DURABILITY
Heavy-duty undercarriage, with large 
rollers and sprocket, enhanced frame 
for the toughest applications.

HIGH PRODUCTIVITY AND LOW 
COST OF OWNERSHIP
Delivers higher productivity and reduced 
fuel consumption in an efficient and 
comfortable work environment.

RELIABILITY
Designed for the toughest applications, 
for the most abrasive materials.

VISIBILITY
A good view improves productivity:  
360° camera system (opt), large side 
mirrors, Powerful LED work lights, 
anti-slip steps and platforms, guard 
rails on upper structure.

SWING BEARINGS
Unique design of crossed bearings, for better 
stress distribution, and increased lifetime.

COMFORT
One of the most spacious cabs in the 
market, with low noise & vibration  
levels and excellent all-round visibility.  
Fully adjustable heated air-suspension 
seat, air conditioning with climate  
control as standard.

ADVANCED FILTRATION
Highest efficiency filters & cleaners 
remove water, dust & particles to 
protect your investment optimally.

EASY MAINTENANCE
Automatic greasing system as an option, 
all filters easily accessible, compressor 
with air gun as option, everything 
designed for easy maintenance.

EXCELLENT FUEL EFFICIENCY
The Smart Power Control (SPC) system 
increases fuel efficiency by adjusting the 
power to meet the application's needs.
The system delivers the exact amount of 
oil needed to avoid any loss of energy.

OPERATE AT EASE
All important information is at your 
fingertips with the new easy-to-use 
8" touch screen. Exclusive jog shuttle 
switch, 4 work & 4 power modes, 
proportional control. 

ENGINE
Exceptionally powerful – with high 
torque at low revs – the engine combines 
reliability and low environmental impact 
(T4 Compliant).



DPF

DOC

SCR
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Improve Productivity and Save Fuel: The exclusive ECO Power 
system improves productivity and saves fuel. A pressure-
controlled pump, closed-center main control valve, and 9 
sensors electronically detect and control the precise amount 
of hydraulic oil required to perform a task. The exact amount 
of oil required is metered instead of continuously forcing a 

fixed amount of oil through the system. The hydraulic system 
output requirements are optimized with engine horsepower. 
The resulting efficiency educes fuel consumption improves 
productivity substantially. Improved feedback through the 
controls results in an outstanding level of operator comfort and 
much smoother machine management.
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TOP  
PERFORMANCE  

AND FUEL 
EFFICIENCY

THE POWER TO RAISE PRODUCTIVITY
 - The DX800LC-7 engine boasts low emissions to reduce  

air pollution
 - Exhaust gases are purified by Selective Catalytic Reduction 

(SCR) technology, a Diesel Oxidation Catalyst (DOC) and a 
Diesel Particulate Filter (DPF)

EFFICIENT FUEL MANAGEMENT
 - Choice of 4 power modes and 4 working modes guarantees 

optimum performance in all conditions
 - Smart Power Control (SPC) system: reduces engine speed and 

adjusts pump torque according to work conditions. The system 
automatically adjusts engine power and hydraulic output to 
improve fuel efficiency and reduce emissions

 - Engine auto-shut-off: shuts down the engine after the machine 
has been idling for a specified time. The operator can set the 
delay before shut-off via the touchscreen

ASYMMETRIC TURBOCHARGER
High-efficiency asymmetric turbocharger uses a design with 
2 different sized scrolls to stream exhaust across the turbine 
wheel at different velocities.

SPC (SMART POWER CONTROL)
2 systems (Variable Speed Control and Pump Torque Control) work 
together to improve efficiency while maintaining productivity.
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RELIABILITY AND  
DURABILITY ARE BUILT IN.
In your profession, you need equipment you can depend on. At Doosan, we put durability and 
reliability at the core of our machines’ development. Our materials and structures undergo stringent 
testing for strength and resilience under the most extreme conditions.

EXTRA-STRONG X CHASSIS
Designed using finite element analysis and 3D computer 
simulation, the X-shaped undercarriage ensures optimum 
structural integrity and durability.

UNDERCARRIAGE DURABILITY
 - Large chain composed of sealed, self-lubricating links for  

long-term dependability. For improved protection, alignment 
and performance, there is a  full-length guard optional, 
according to the application

 - The track spring and idler are joined for long-lasting 
performance and easy maintenance

 - Cast steel heavy-duty sprockets guarantee the  
highest resistance

 - The track rollers are lubricated for life

STRENGTHENED BOOM AND ARM
During the development of our machines, we use intensive 
testing to calculate the best load distribution throughout the 
boom structure.

Combined with thicker material, this means that element fatigue 
is limited and both reliability and component life are increased.
To better protect the base of the arm, reinforced bars have been 
added and the arm center and end boss have been strengthened.

ADVANCED FILTRATION
 - Fuel filters and water separator: a filter-type high-performance 

water separator effectively captures moisture in the fuel, 
reducing impurities and helping minimize any fuel-related 
issues. Pre-filters and dual main filters as standard achieve a 
high degree of purity that minimizes fuel system failures.

 - Cyclonic air pre-cleaner: air filter life and engine efficiency are 
directly related to the amount of debris ingested through the 
engine’s air intake. Therefore, a cyclonic air pre-cleaner (as 
standard) is the first stage of an air intake system that prevents 
the majority of heavier-than-air particles from entering. Self-
cleaning and maintenance-free, the system is able to expel 
all types of mixed debris, including mud, snow, rain, leaves, 
sawdust, chaff, etc.

ADVANCED PIN AND BUSHING TECHNOLOGY
Highly lubricated metal is used for the boom pivot to increase the 
component’s lifetime and lengthen greasing intervals. The bucket 
pivot features EM (Enhanced Macrosurface) bushings. These 
have a tailored surface pattern and self-lubricating coating for 
optimized greasing and more efficient debris removal. Ultra-hard 
wear-resistant discs and bucket pivot polymer shims increase 
durability even more.

DESIGNED FOR LONG-TERM,  
ALL-ROUND, HEAVY-DUTY 
PERFORMANCE
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1. OPG front guard (opt)
2. 360° around view monitor (opt)
3. Doosan Smart Touch monitor 
4. Cup holder
5. Joysticks and switches are integrated 

in adjustable control consoles
6. Improved visibility on the bottom right
7. Separate seat height adjustment lever 

and cushion tilting function
8. Straight ergonomic pedals
9. Flat, spacious, easy-to-clean floor
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OPERATING IN 

HIGH COMFORT

BEST-IN-CLASS OPERATOR ENVIRONMENT
The DX800LC-7 is designed to provide you with the best possible 
working conditions. The sophisticated cab is pressurized and 
compliant with the level 2 FOPS protection when equipped with 
FOPS guard for your safety. A high-quality heated seat with air 
suspension provides maximum operator comfort.

CLASSIC COMFORT
Comfortably seated, you benefit from a clear all-round view of the 
worksite and have easy access to several storage compartments. 
Noise and vibration levels are low, while air conditioning and 
automatic climate control allow you to keep working for hours on 
end without feeling tired. Pedals, joysticks and armrests have all 
been designed for operator comfort and efficiency.

CAB SUSPENSION 
The cab’s suspension system (CabSus mount) dampens vibrations 
and provides outstanding protection against impact. This system 
absorbs shocks and vibrations much more effectively than a 
conventional silentblock suspension system.

STANDARD TOUCHSCREEN
The wide touchscreen provides easy scrolling through the 
different menus, including power settings and auxiliary hydraulics 
settings. It also allows you to connect a Bluetooth® device or 
listen to your favorite radio station.

360° CAMERA SYSTEM
The 360° camera system gives you full view of the machine’s 
surroundings.
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1. Two-way flow buttons
2. Breaker/booster button
3. Start/Stop button
4. Engine speed control dial
5. Travel speed selector switch
6. Light switch
7. Cab work light switch
8. After-treatment system switch
9. Bluetooth control panel
10. Air conditioning and heating 

control panel
11. Buzzer alarm stop switch
12. Swing priority switch
13. Wiper control panel

CLASSIC COMFORT
The ergonomic controls and the easy-to-view color monitor place the machine firmly in your hands.
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SWING PRIORITY MODE

90o

 

DYNAMIC POWER MANAGEMENT
 - Automatic travel speed range selection (slow/fast)
 - Activating the power boost control system increases digging 

force by 10%
 - A one-touch deceleration button immediately reduces engine 

speed to low idle
 - Auto-idling starts 4 seconds (adjustable) after all controls are 

returned to neutral – reducing fuel consumption and noise 
levels in the cab

"INTELLIGENT FLOATING BOOM" MODE
The “intelligent floating boom” function allows the boom to move 
up and down freely according to the application:
 - Hydraulic breaker setting: during boom down operation, the 

boom moves down freely under its own weight. The result is 
reduced shock and vibration and longer breaker service life

 - Full float setting: during boom down selection, the boom is 
allowed to rise and fall as required while the bucket is drawn 
across the ground

EXPERT FINGERTIP CONTROL
 - The new multi-function touchscreen displays all useful 

information in a visual and intuitive format
 - At a glance, you can check the machine’s status and settings to 

achieve optimal efficiency
 - Doosan’s unique jog shuttle switch gives you easy and precise 

control over all machine functions
 - Highly sensitive and low-effort joysticks enable you to work 

safely, smoothly and confidently
 - The proportional thumb switches on the joysticks can be 

mounted horizontally or vertically, as the operator prefers, for 
optimal control of hydraulic attachments

4 WORK MODES AND 4 POWER MODES +  
BOOM / SWING PRIORITY CONTROL
Delivers the needed power according to your specific application 
while minimizing fuel consumption: 
 - 1-way mode, 2-way mode, digging mode and lifting mode
 - Power plus mode, power mode, standard mode, economy mode
 - Boom / swing priority control allows you to control operating 

modes with just 1 button – resulting in more comfortable and 
productive operation optimized for various work environments

 
TOTAL CONTROL IN ALL SIMPLICITY

BOOM PRIORITY MODE

Hydraulic power

Boom  
cylinder

Swing  
device

Hydraulic power

Boom  
cylinder

Swing  
device
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SIMPLE 
MAINTENANCE 

WITH MAXIMUM 
UPTIME

MAINTENANCE ACCESS MADE SIMPLE
 - Large guard rails are installed along with anti-slip steps and 

plates, for safer, easier access to the whole upper structure.
 - The air conditioning filter is placed on the side of the cab for easy 

access. The filter’s cover can be locked and opened with a key.
 - A battery cut-off switch makes it easy to disconnect the battery 

for long-term storage.
 - The hour meter display can be easily checked from ground level.
 - Shut-off valves have been fitted on the pre-filter piping line 

and fuel tank drain piping to make servicing easier and prevent 
pollution from leakage.

 - Engine parts can be easily reached via the top and side panels.
 - 2 large separated cooling compartments equipped with 

reversible fans as standard increase the cooling performance 
and simplify maintenance.

 - For extra accessibility and servicing convenience, all filters 
(engine oil filter, fuel pre-filters, fuel filters and pilot filter) are 
located in the pump compartment. 

DEF TANK
Connected to the ECU, sensors in the tank detect low levels of 
diesel exhaust fluid or any other system malfunction.

CENTRALIZED GREASING POINTS
To make maintenance easier, the greasing points have been  
centralized. An automatic lubrication system is available as  
an option.
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